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By Sacchi Green

Cleis Press. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Wild Girls, Wild Nights: True Lesbian Sex
Stories, Sacchi Green, There are the fabled urban myths of lesbians who fill up a U-Haul on the
second date and lead sweetly romantic lives of cocoa and comfy slippers. Safe and sound. A lot of
cozy and not much crazy. These are NOT those stories- these are wild women with dirty minds,
untamed tongues, and even the occasional cuff or clamp. A lotta crazy and no cozy slippers to be
seen. These Wild Girls tell stories of their own Wild Nights (and days,) memories too hot to keep
undercover. Real women with real needs and overwhelming desires find the courage to reveal
intimate, unrestrained details of their sex lives, the need to share their stories second only to the
urgent impulses that drove the action in the first place. There are first times, life-long commitments,
and fleeting encounters to savor for a lifetime. Tenderness merges with edge-play; scenes shift from
Caribbean islands to desert battlefields to the ultimate privacy of home; and the writers range from
well-known names to newcomers driven to share fresh memories they'll never forget. In Evan
Mora's "The Insatiable Travel...
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Absolutely one of the best book I have ever study. It is actually writter in simple terms rather than confusing. I realized this pdf from my dad and i suggested
this pdf to understand.
-- Ga r r y Q uig ley-- Ga r r y Q uig ley

I actually began looking over this pdf. This can be for all those who statte there was not a worthy of reading through. I am easily can get a enjoyment of
reading through a written publication.
-- Ra fa el Feeney Jr .-- Ra fa el Feeney Jr .
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